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a.

Abstract

This paper reviews the Learning Research and Development

Center's Computer-Agsisted Instruction spellizig'progra'm in the light
.1of the experimental analysis of bel)ayior. The spelling program is of

special interest because it is based on a good behavioral analysis of .
the nature of the spelling task, and because it pffers a chance to review
the state of the art in computer instrumentation of the learning process.
Results of the review mchcate the dangers in failing to insure the occur-

,
rence of the behaviors described in the .task analysis- -a prOblem aggra-
vated by inadequate instrumentation.
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KOMPUTER-KONKOKTED KURRICKULUM:
A REVIEW OF CAI SPELLING

14tJames G. Aland and Carol Solomon.,

Le,,rning Research and Development Center
. University of Pittsburg)? .,,'

Teaching materials and proceduret are reviewed as part of a proj-
ect that aims to facilitate the applicatiLn of the principles of operant

. ,

behavior to instructional design. The role the rbviews play is to gener-.
ate a,ridh. supply of exemplars of behavioral prin les in operation.

,
Thesbe exemplars, crbined with research focused on prOviding tools or
procedures for development and with an increased e ort at ii.terpreting
the basic literature, will, it is hop\ed, result in
of how to,design instruction that is optimal with

behavior.., 7 ,

a upda' teu presentAtion

respect to the science of

The formal revitws also meet a secondary objective of providing

feedback to U- ti elopers of the material we have examined. We hope

that this repays the trouble often involved in introducing us4-0.,their work-

and that we can provide consitructive comments useful those. who are

oriented toward preparing materials that reflect thv best diliization of
learning principles. f

Interest in GAI Spelling Programs - .
The CAI spelling programs are of .special interest because of three

charatteristics .hat set them spat from all too many programs. First,
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the programs were preceded by a creative behavioral analysis of the,*

nature of the spelling task (see Simon & Simon, 1972). It has long been

the /Lai for programming.tcr provide a technique for the analysis of

knowledge or skills. A precise behavioral analysis is followed by the
design of tasks with precise response requirements for reinforcement.
Reinforcement follows if, and only.if, the task is performed. The response

contingencies are arranged in order of prerequisites, and flip su4ess of
students upon completion of the program demonstrates experimentally_ the

merit of the origina1 analysis. CAI spelling is interesting to examine

because it seems to fit this paradigm. If all is well with the instructional,

design, it will not only be a good spelling curriculum, but it,wiltal,so be

an e2perimental confii.nation of an analysis of spelling behavior.

The second reason for special interest in the spelling program is that
the analysis of spelling on which it is based involves discriminated feed-

.
back as an important element in spelling and hence in the teaching of spell-

ing. One part of the task analysis involves the generation of possible
L

spellings and ajudgment on the part of the speller. Development of good

discriminations of the products of sitilled behavior is important in a wide
variety of skills, for example, knowing the "feel" f good form by the

athlete, hearing the self- produced good sound by the musician, or recog-

,.. -nizing the well-written paragraph by the author.

The power of teaching thwa dibserfiviinations is often not fully'urealized.

When learners ceatn, discriminate the merit of stimuli produced by their ovvr4

behavior, they are automatically differentially reinforced. Reinforcement

is "automatic" in the sense that no one else needs to evaluate th1 response
and Arrange to reinforce it, and it is diffrential in that behaviors which
produce stimuli they have learned to judge as adequate are reinforced,
while quite similar behaviors which produce stimuli they have learned

e"-
to judge as inaaequatee,go ynreinforced. iTor further information on pro- /
grarnming discriminated feedback, see Unit 9 of The Use of Learning

2
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Principles in Instruction" [Holland, Solomon, Doran, & Frezza, Npte 1].).
The importanCerffif <discriminated feedback and the too nquent neglect of

it in educational material make l'nstancesof programs in which discrimiC.
l

nated feedback plays an important role especially valuable for otir aim of

*finding useful exemplars.

- The third xeason.tor special interest in the spelling program ithat

it,offers a chance' to estimate the state of the art in coMputet-assisted
.

instrectiorl.
V.

Basis
4
for Review

. - .

The criteria by which materials are reviewed are ill()
ise of the

,..4

!,, experimental analysis of behavior. We assume the task of anyone applying
e

2.kese principles to be "the construction of carefully 'arranged sequences

of contingencies leading to the terminal performances which are the objects

of education" (Skinner, 1963, p. 169). The most explicit and detailed
)'description of the principles implied in Skinner's statement is found in

, ., .

our course, The Use of Learning Principles in Instruction" (Note 1).

The principles: however, ca., be briefly summarized here. If behavior

is to be learned, it must be emitted and reinforced. Obviously, lidwever,

it i9 inefficient to simply wait for a child to emit somecomplex piece of

behavior. Complex behaviors are shaped through gradual progression

from simpler behaviors. The curriculum designer must analyze the task

to be taught into its discrete components and their prerequisite tasks.

These tasks are then sequenfed, and a teaching program is developed for
1

each. Children learn what they 'do, so each teaching program uft assure

that appropriate behavior occurs and alai only appropriate e avior is

reinforced. Thus, a low eror rate is only one goal for the designer.
An equally important goal is the precise d,esign of response contingencies.

Teaching material which inconsistently applies these principles may fail
t

(,.. to achieve its objectives. .... if

3
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* Potential Values of Instrumentation ..
In conjunction with Proper interface devices, the computer should

INbe able to provide the best possible instrumentationn Whether general-
"."Th,4 .

purpose computers or specially designed teaching machines are used,
appropriate use of instruments presents strong advantages. The advan-

".. . .
tages relate directly to the difficulty of implementing important features

of the learning process without proper stimulus presentation? without

seeing the sthdent's response, withettt evaluation of the often subtle
response iqquirements that are the requirements for reinforcement, and

,, without the ability',to provide instant and salient reinforcement. (For..
further discussion see Glaser-& Cooley, 1973; Holland & Doran, 1973.)

The behavioral analysis determines :many of the requirements,or
at least the options, ,in instrumentation. For example, teaching copripre-
hension of a spoken langliage requires sOme form of auditory presentation.

If the advantages of individua!lization are to be realized without live indi-
vidual tutors,/ use of audio recordings seems essential. Similarly, dif-
ferent responses designated by the task analyos indicate different instru-
mentation requiredients for the response mod lit s. IA few of the advan-
tages of good instrumentation follow. - .

1. It can assure that students do the .right-thing in order to achieve
the correct response. Without the machine, they may bee cues from other
items on thespages qr peek at the confirmation, wherever it may bet, or,.

in many cases, see it faintly appearing through the page of any but the.
heaviest paper.,

Z. Instrunientation can provide the right form of the stimulus and
require the right form of the response as dictated by the behav'ioral

,analysis of the skill to be taught.
. 3. Reinforcement can be immediate.
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4. A snappy, attention-holt/nig pa,ce.is,set, by having new frames
3 i 4 '

appear instant4s.. (A program teaching an inductive reasoning skill to

young childrencin 234 frames could be 'completed in 20, to 30 minutes on ,.
. 1,..., .

a .good machine. The same program adapted to paper and pencillrequired
, *. . ,

Many sessions, and children *usuallyquit before finishing it ['Holland, 1964 )
\ ' %-With goad instrumentation studenis have no break in the action which would-

-rt- I
allow theiratlention to'clii away fren-1o;the task. '

.Even in an otherwise ver'yt'unstructured teaching situation

(espeeaally characteristic of collegesiand more extreme forms of o en
( .

cla Mloorris), the teacher knows pieci3ely what students have done othe
Nines. ,

.6. With good insAumentation, a well-developed teac'hing plpgram

can be transported without dittprtions which can greatly legracle its

effectiveness., The teaching technique is communicated.automatically.

' /
Instrumentation of ttiiriElpelling,Programs

'=Some of theaava ntages offered by instrumentation:are found to a

grtater o r lesser degrkt
,

the'spelling program. (Anyone not throughly

familiar with this progrinie should read the description in Appendix A

beforq_ reading further. ) Answers cannot be attained by "peeking", ther'e

is immediate reinforcement for spellinga single word, even when thee,
total plan involves listing ma+ words, andsuch individual reinforcement
can be prdvided while allowing the list to.be generated In any order.

- Unfortunately, in several ways the instrumentation falls' far short.
The most serious ghortcoming is the tailure to irsiude stimulus forms .

required by the behavioral analysis. The developers are attempting to
teachs,the concept.df\yte rliate spelling patterns for sounds (for example,

/K/ may tie spelled <1{3. , KC> , or <CK> ). But the studentcjpterface

(the'Datapoint-4300) has only a screen on which words can be printed and

'typing keyboard for responding Ther&is no provision for auditory

5
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presentation, even though phonemic analysis of thOipoken v:urd is crucial

to the behavioral objecItAres. The lank of the necessary auditory interface

device presents a sev re challenge to the NvelopeL In SPLPAir the
target words are visually presented along with other words and the children

are expetted to pronounce them carefully enough and correaly enough to
perform the phonemic analysis on their own utterance. 'A child who reads

this well, never even misreading when the same grapheme is used for

different phonemes ( .-C spells /KI or /ST), lins,a high profiCitncy in

decoding (going from grapheme to phoneme) which may indicate high

previous proficiency in spelling (going from.phoneme to grapheme). 'But
...

many children may nordecode this well, at least not when they most need, I' r
the spelling training. Instead, they probably base their responses on the

graphemes displayed. In other words. some childiren may copy the visual

stimuli and accept the few errors that result. For these children, the
targeted behavior may be missedcompletely, and a major advantage of
instrumentation in providing the right form 6f the stimuli is lost. More

over, children can often at hiece a correct answer by visual matching,
hence, the advantage instrumentation offers in assuring responding for

the right reason is sacrificed.

The presentation to the child also has severe deficiencies in the
immediacy and clarity of reinforcement. The printing time for word and
confirmation phrases such as 'good, find another ' are quite quick aiad

completely ac.ceptab.e, unless school hour tame-sharing imposes delays.
. .

However, getting contirmation on the screen and making the student aware
of that confirmation are two different matters. Until the confirmation

message is read, it is not reinforcing. And the problem here is that the
confirmation message jooks like all the other changes that our on the
display screen. A prominent..irrintiechate stimulus different from all

others is needed as a reinforcer.
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The possibility that instrumentation provides for a snappy, efficient

pace is lost because of the use of a typing teyboard which taxes children

With' the slow and laborious task of
1 A

in ()icier to type out the responses

from the display which contains all

fijding the right key, letter by letter,
While doing so, their eyes are diverted

the stimulus material and confirmation.

In gener11..the interfacecquipmenj. suffers from a lack of considera-

tion of some basic principles of.human engineering. However, LRDC

has long ten aware of the exciting possibilities offered in CAI with the

Aleveloprnent of ideal interfaces. The interested reader is directed to
the'excellent, insightful papers quoted here.

Op displays:

This process of learning by discovery or by induction .means
that the learner has the ability to explore or to manipulate a
particular subject Matter, and not only must the instructitrnal
program ha.ve the logical capability to cope with this require-
ment, but the interface devices must contain enough alternative
states or controllable configuration to allow a wide range of
selection or"response alternatives. (Glaser & Ramage, 1967.
p. 53)

On the resp onse:

In many instances, the nature of the media through which
instructional information is presented forces restraints on
"realism," realism in the sense of changing the charac-
toriletics of the task eventually to be learned. . . . What
is 'required is an analysis of the component tasks involved
sotha) behavioeis taught which insures transfer to the
noisy situations that will be encountered in real life. . . .
In considering the response requirements of an interface,
learner capability also should he introduced as a con-
sideration. Young children can speak and point to things
before they have developed the fine 'motor skills for
manipulating a pencil or 1 typewriter key. (Glaser &

'Ramage, 1967, p. 54)

A

7



The subject matter:

Quite,obviously, different subject mz.tters and different bodies
of knowledge haye varying stimulus and response requirements
which determine the kind of interfate suited to them, Some
trade-off is involved between the design of general-purpose
consoles versus consoles specially designed for particular
instructional topics. (Glaser & Ramage, 1967,.p.

I am aware of the difficulties of console design,..but.in the
course of development' of CAI, a significant amount of atten-
tion is required,to =tell the properties of console displays *.
and controls to the properties of subject matter in order to
design relevant conditions for learning. (Glaser, 1969. p. 9Il.

Thus, there was the prOmise of a new technology that took account

of the kharacteristips of the learner, the learning process, and the sub-
ject matter in the design,of efficient instruments for teaching.- These
were, no doubt, good practical reasons for accepting an available, some -.

what flexible interface and getting something going quickly. It would be

a shame. howeve he short-rUn gains have now precluded the' possi-

Imlay o tfillin .g -run dream reflected in the above-quoted papers.

Behavi ral Ob ctives and Behaviors Programmed a

As indicated in the introduction, one very provocative aspett of this

program is its relationship to an analysis of how people spell and what

happens when they misspell. If the elements of the task analysis arc

actually embodied as contingencies an the program, and if children who

have completed the program score nearly perfectly on an appropriate
posttest, the program may se rc,e as a confirmation of the task analysis.

For this reason we have payed particular attention tolhe relationship
between the behavioral analysis of splling.lsee Simon & Simon. 1.4721

and the actual response contingencies that constitute, thes,behavioral pro-

gram.

4,



The Objectives

4, The developerd state that a child who has attained the concept of

optiohai spelling patterns for sounds can do these three things:
i

analyzy words into their compcfnent phonemes;

2. use phoneme to grapheme correspondence to write
the spellings Of new words)

3'. 'use graphemic options... to write different spellings
..for the' same word (Block, Note 2, pp. 29-30).

The objectives describe at least thrcc different major processes-- auditory
disc-rimination of the phoneme, production of the graphemes, andassocia-

tion of several graphemes to.a phoneme. This is a useful task analysis,

which could result in a clear statement of what behaviors must be reinforced

in order to teach these skills,

IF,irst, the child must learn tcki,ear the phoneme and to discriminate

it from. surrounding phonemes in a word. So discrAmination of the target

phonrme An a word should be reinforced. The child must also be able to

write or type the grapheme which stands for the phoneme. (We presume

that children using this program already possess this ability.) Finally,
the child must learn to produce several graphemes in response to a
particular phoneme. Thus, sound -to- grapheme associations should be

reinforced.

SPLPAT and TRYSPL are companion programs which teach these

thtee objectives. The deseIgn of the lessons in these two programs will

be examined to clarify what behavior'may be evoked arid reinforced, and

to cofripaie this to the behaviors described by the behavioral analysis., In
aidition to producing alternate spellings for the target word, TRYSPI....,

requires that the student discriminate the correct spelling. In consider-

ing TRYSPL, then, the additional problem of teathing discrimination of

self-produced stimuli will be discussed.

9
4



SPLPAT Format I

TheSPLPAT program trains audio discrimination of target phonemes

indirgctly. As indicated in the discussion of the instrumentation, the lack

of audio input or output seriously limits the possibilities of getting

tmgencies for correct auditory analysis. Nevertheless, the detrelopers

have produced an innovative lesson design that seems to partially over-

come this limitation and teach discrimination of phoneme's using only a

visual format. In Format I of SPLPAT, students are given a 'sentence,

and are asked to identify the words which contain the target sound. Here

Is a sample display:

1 2 3 t- 4
KATY CAN COME AND

5 6 7 8 9
SKATE BACK WITH THE CHICKEN.

READ THE SENTENCE TO YOURSELF.
LOOK FOR WORDS WITH THE /K/ SOUND.

FIND A ./K/ WORD. TYPE ITS NUMBER. TYPE NO IF NO MORE.
***

The desired behaor is the discrimination of words containing the target

sound.,4spelled in v4tious ways) from words not containing that sound.' '
The design of the format allows an effective use of reinforcement each

time duck a discrimination is made, at each word.

There are some problems with regard to exactly what behavior may

be evoked, however. There is no assurance that students will wort on

the basis of sound at all. If they do not sound out the words, some errors

will result. But errors can be kept fairly low after the,first set of words
in the lesson, when they learn that the visual stimulus 1K/ signals "find

the visual symbol K, C, or_CK."

10
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SPLPAT Format II

The second and third formats in SPLPAT should teach the associa-

tion of graphemes to the target sound. The second format consists of all
words from the previous sentence which contain the target sound, and the

following directions:

LOOK AT THE WORDS. THE /TARGET/ SOUND IS SPELLED
SEVERAL WAYS. COUNT THE WAYS THE /TARGET/ SOUND
IS SPELLED. TYPE THE NUMBER.

The behavior desired has several components. Children must locate

the target sound in each word and decide which letters probably spell it.

They then must compare the spellings of several target sounds to decide

if the sounds are spelled the same or differently. They finally type a

number representing the number of spellings for that sound from this list
of words.

This format is not well suited to teaching either the discrimination

of graphemes for the target sound or the association of graphemes to a
phoneme There is no provision for immediate reinforcement for a cor-

rect decision at each word. Some words can even be ignored, and the
child will still get the correct answer. For example, one 10-year-old
working on the /J1 sound program could not pronounce the word APOLO-

GIZED when it appeared in Format 1 and did not identify it as having a
/J/ sound. When it appeared in the list for Format II, she expressed
surprise and ignored it, yet typed the correct number anyway. Also,
there is a question of what behavior may really be evoked by this forinat.

The correct'auswer is nearly always the number 3.1 It is possible, and

'In the /J/ sound lesson descrkbed in the appendix, this display
occurs four times. The number 3 is L he correct answer three times,
the number 2 is correct for the last presentation of the display.

11



even likely, that children will soon begin typing the number 3 whenever
this format appears, with little or no observation of the words listed.

This behavior is possible, and would be reinforced by this message.

YOU ARE RIGHT.

4
THE 1K/ SOUND (S SPELLED 3 WAYS IN THESE WORDS.
IT CAN BE SPELLED ,kc > <K > <OK >

HIT THE RETURN KEY WHEN YOU WANT TO CONTINUE*

SPLPAT Format III

The third SPLPAT format consists of the words from Format II and

the target sound spelling patterns arranged like this:

<C > <1$> <CK >

KATY
CHICKEN
CAN
COME

SKATE
BACK

NOW YOU CAN SORPTHE WORDS UNDER THEIR
SPELLING PATTERNS FOR THE 1K1 SOUND.
WATCH THE SCREEN TO SEE IF YOUR WORDS ARE RIGHT.
TYPE NO WHEN YOU RUN OUT OF WORDS WITH
ONE SPELLING PATTERN.

HIT RETURN FOR THE FIRST PATTERN.

Sample responses--Words correctly typed or given as feedback are
printed in appropriate column.

,TYPE A WORD WHERE <C > SPELLS THE /K/ SOUND.
CAN (CAN is printed under <C Response is erased.)

To perform this task, the child should locate the //{/ sound in each word,
note which letters spell it, compare th7t grapheme to the sample grapheme,

12
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and type the whole word or go on to the next wor2\, depending on whether

or,not the graphomes.match. If the learner performs the task in this way,
an association should be formed between the target sound and its graphemes,

because the child is sounding out the 'word and locating the grapheme that

represents the target sound in that word. .

cHowever, there are two problemS with this ormat which make it
likely that some children will not perform the task in the desired manner.

First, the association of one sound ,yvith the several graphemies is pre-
sumably a new skill for these children. But they already have a skill that
can adequatelj, solve this task. The child can compare the letters of each

'word to the sample grapheine, performing the task as if it were a visual
match -to- sample task and, thus, not forming a phoneme-grapheme associa-
tion. A child carefully performing the /K/ sound task in the typical example
shown above relying purely, on visual stimuli might make only one error--

placing the word CHICKEN under the ,.C,. spelling pattern becaust of the
' 1 '

initial C.2 All other words can be correctly placed by visual matching.
In the /31 sound lesson, the target sound occurs a total of 27 times in the

_four dilsPlays of .this kind. A-child placing those 27 spelling patterns by i
visual matching alone would make only two.errors. The words JUNGLE

and GRUDGE must be placed under the cG> spelling pattern if the child
works without attending to sound.

Item types like CHICKEN, JUNGLE and GRUDGE are particularly
important in Format III. In these items the sample grapheme is present,
but prOnounced differently from the target phoneme. Therefore, these .

- The other probable error, placing the CK > words under the <C>
or < K> spelling pattern, could happen whether the child used visual match-
ing or sound-to-grapheme association.

l3
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t
items can only be correctly solved by .sound-to-grapheme correspondence.

A student solving this task by visual matching will necessarily make errors

on them. Therefore, these words seem to embody a strong contingency

for sounding out the words. (In fact, it is only the presence of the rather

,77nail number of such words that prevents a visual matching strategy from

yeilding a perfect score in Format III. )

Unfortunately*correct decisions on these items are not immedia..tely

reinforced. For example, suppose a child performing the task in the

sample above notes the initial letter C in CHICKEN as a poisible <C 5

spelling pattern. The child pronounces the word and decides correctly,that

this letter does not spell the /K/ sound in this word. The decision to orxiiL

this word is not directly confirmed. Only after the child indicates that

there are no more examples of the <C.. spelling pattern and the computer

confirms this decision is, the decision to omit CHICKEN also confirmed by
.

implication. Thxa is a very delayed and indirect form of reinforcement,

Moreover, this format results in a contingency problem for words

to be excluded from lists. The omission of a word might not have been

the result of the student's decision at all. A student could be "corrects'

simply by failing to consider a word; or, in the case of words like

CHICKEN, by considering the matter settled when Hip word was classed

. as a <CK>

TRYSPL'

TRYSPL is designed to teach both the use of graphemic options-

learned in SPLPAT to write diffitrent spellings for thy( same word and the

discrimination of the correct spelling from among those produced.

TRYSPL vocabulary differs from that usecrin SPLPAT, but the target

sounds are the same for both program& A sample TRYSPL protocol

looks. likethisi

14
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rntrotiuctory Message - I

TOFIND A WORD IN A DICTIONARY Tkip YOU DON'T KNOW HOW
TO SPELL, YOU HAVE TO TRY OUT DIFFERENT SPELLINGS.

FIRST -- YOU SOUND OUT THE WORD.

SECOND --,YOU SPELL IT DIFFERENT WAYS

THIRD -- YOU LOOK UP YOUR SPELLINGS

LAST -- YOU FIND ONE OF YOUR SPELLINGS IN THE DICTION.
ARY. THAT SPELLING IS THE CORRECT SPELLING

TRYSPL GIVES YOU PRACTICE IN -- STEP 2

PRESS RETURN TO GO ON.
(Screen is cleared)

Introductory Message - II

LOOK AT YOUR WORKSHEET FOR THIS LESSON.

THERE IS A SENTENCE FOR EACH WORD AND A PRONUNCIATION
TO'HELP YOU SOUNQ IT OUT.

TYPE THE SPELLINGS FOR EACH WORD THAT YOU WOULD TRY.
USE WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT HOW SOUNDS ARE SPELLED - SEE
IF YOU CAN MAKE THE CORRECT SPELLING. TYPE NO IF NO MORE.

PRESS.RETURN TO BEGIN.
.4. (Screen is cleared)

The child's worksheet has these phonetic symbols printed un it

hat, age, cite, far; cup, pin, rule, in, represents a in about, 'th, child; ng, long;
bi, term; it, ice; oil, out; d in taken, / in April, in, thin; TH, then;

hot, gii, Order; o in lemon, u in circus. zh, measure;

The word to be spelled appears in phonetic transcription in a sentence
like this: Word 1.
Th I

There was a /nok/ at the door.
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rl TRY Wefttr1:

SPELLING 1? * nok
SPELLING 2? " nock
SPELLING 3? * knock
SPELLII4G'4? no

LOOK AT YOUR SPELLINGS.

TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE SPELLING. YOU THINK IS CORRECT.
*f.'2 N.
NO. THE C RRECT SPELLING. IS 3. KNOCK

COPY THE CORRECT SPELLINt FOR WORD 1 ON YOUR WORKSHEET.

PRESS'RETURN TO TRY THE NEW/ORD ..(Screen' is cleared). .

( 1

Children who have learned that , (C., and <CKA can spell
the /Ki sound, when given the wog /nok/ should produce three spelling
alternatives (assuming they do not know the correct spelling):

1. NOK

t 2. NOCK

3. NOC /
The TRYSPL prograM provides no information on the acceptability of any

atiemptecespellings until one is chosen as correct, and then students
learn only whether that choice is incleed'spelled correctly. Even their
final score does not refle%t,theizzproduction or spelling alternatives based
on use of the spelling options learned in SPLPAT.' A student who produces
only one correct spelling for each vturd and identifies that as correct
receives a final score of 100%. It is perhaps a good idea not to encourage

students to produce spellings that they know are incorrect just to insure
cthat they are applying the rules well. Yet if students do not know the

correct spelling and use the SPLPAT rules to produce an acceptable,
'

alternative, they get no feedback on their production Sunless they choose
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. ,
it as co ect. TRYSPL has problems, then, because of its limited feed-
back re ardIng the acceptability of the student's productions.

However, in situations where learners must make fine chscr

tiOns of their.own productions, teaching the cl)icrirriinations prior to teach-

ing production can then help the production process.,The discriminating
learner then has his or her behavior immediately differentially reinforced
by the stimuli which the behavior produces. In SPLPAT each spelling

word appears in three different formats, and the_student possibly makes
some response to it each time it appears. However, the response maaft
is never a discrimination of the correct spelling. It seems likely that the
exposure to the correct spellings would provide sorir "incidental learning"

which would increase .the, learner's ability to choose the correct alternative,

but programmed contingencies establishing. this skill are absent. Yet, in
TRYSPL students.a7Z-expected to show the effects of discriminated feed-

back when they discriminatethq correct spelling from among such alterna-
t

Lives.

Summary .'.. .

The task analysis on which the spelling progra s are largely based
seems to be an excellent example of identifying the lehaviors involved in
spelling. It,wOuld have been a significant feat to have been able to confirrri
this analysis by having a program.that assures the occurrence of each
component behavioi:. Unifortunately, SPLPAT and TRYSPL fail to provide
such a test because the tasks are not designed to assure the occurrence of
the desired behaviors. The elements of the behavioral analysis have not e

successfully been made the exclusive basis for attaitling thev.orrect answers.
Indeed, without the use of auditory stimuli, the design of suitable response
contingencies for a spelling program is extremely difficult.

Regarding SPLPAT, the three formats do not insure that the student
execute the behavior described in the task analysis. It is expected that

17



same' students would oareful,ly sound out wards and behave as the behav-

ioral analysis would suggest. Others, we believe, would to a greater or

lesser extent, fall into the easier modes described' above without greatly

affecting their overall error rate. (See Appendix B, "Rules for Non-

, Readers,'" for further details.) If students are pasttested through an

auditory presentation of the target word and a written response, tree would

expect some studentd to do wall and many to do poosrly, depending\ on

whether they worked from self-generated auditory cues or strictly visual

cues during,the program. A truck/ test of this position shOulebe available

uoiciata collected by the developers Many lessons have a couple of words

ForMat III that contain the "target" spelling pattern in a position in

which it does not produce the target phoneme, for example, 'CHICKEN ii't)

the 1K/ sound program. A student who is not sounding out the words

woOd erroneously classify such a word as V.n example of the e C- spelling
o

of the targlt sound.' Therefore, we woukcli'expect a correlation b/tween

correct classification of these few "trap" words and the pretest-posttest

gait (to the extent that there is not a problem of ceilifig effect). In

TRYSPL the contingencies are arranged to reinforce only correct 4k-
ings, despite objectives which imply that the production of "acceptable"

alternate spellings will be encouraged.

Finally, a number of problems with the Datapoint 3300 interface

system of CAI axe suggested by the implementation of the'spelling pro-

gram. A return to all emphasis on designing (or using already available),

'interface devices tailored to the needs of the student, the curriculum

requirements, and the learning process is much to be desired.

18
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APPENDIX A

From "Spelling Categorization and Language Concepts"

()Mock, Note.2)

The Objectives ELEpelling In's'truction and Program Rationales

The traditionalme..thod of teaching spelling involves dictated lists of

woicIS for the child to write and oral spelling by the child for teacher check-
ing.and Kregting.s The view of spelling developed by this project empha-,
sizes the basic knowledge and skills that the speller needs to know to learn

1 A

new words efficiently. ,Some`of these basic skills are explicitly taught by

the computer-assisted programs, others are practiced in coinputer-assisted
os.

lespone. . . Briefly, the ofiljeotives that have guided the CAI work are:

(1) /The child can 'analyze words into their component phonemes.

, (2) The child

write the

(3) The child

7, the same

spellings

can use phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences to
Ow

spellings of new words.

can use graphemic options (two or rnoro spellings,for
4

sound,
, /f/ b.)

th
sip, <ph>) toswnite different

for thesi'me word fir the purpose of checking which
is correct or for looking up a word in a dictionary.

(4) The Child can find misspelled words in his written work.

(5) Tile child can perform structural affixation prbperly.

(0. The child can use the words he knows how to spell, especially
the homophones, properly in sentences.

The four CAI spelling programs which kaire been developed are
directly related td one or !fibre ot.these objectives. 6All four . . . were
in'operttion at the sg.hool [Oakleaf, Elementary School] beginning Septeml
ber 1973.. . . [Only two of the four programs are included in this selec-
tion.]

2 -5
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Aplaendix A (Cont'd)
S

.

The SPLPAT and TR YSPL Programs

The design of the SPLPAT (= Spelling Patterns) and 4'12SPL (= Try

Spellings) programs was in part shaped by the model of spelling perform-
.

ance developed by Simon and Simon (1972). This model describes how

children perform spellings: lirey use phonem,e-to-grapheme correspond-
,

ences to generatea trial spelling; then, they use word recognition informa-
..
tlqn(what they know about the correct spelling of a word from having en-

countered it in reading) to test the trial,spelllng. The SPLPAT program'

was.developed to teach the ways in which a phoneme can be spelled, and

the TRYSPL program was developed to encourage the application of this

knowledge to the sp ings of new words containing the phonemes taught in

SPLPAT. These tw programs, taken totogether, promote the objectives
.

of efficient alditory analysis, attention to optlional sp411ing patterns, aid

development of dictionary and proofreading skills.

SPLPAT. SPLPAT is a tutorial prograw tha.f runs on a cathode-

ray terminal.. It is designed to teach the concept 'of optional spellings for

sou . It has three major instructional routines illustratedin the dis-

plays of ure 2. In the first, a sentence is presented and the child finds

all th'e words in that sentence with a particular sound. In the second, the

words with the target spund are listed and the child counts the spelling

patterns contained ip those Words,. In thethird, the child sorts the words"

into columns according to theiZpelling patterns. He does this bytypi4

in succession the words on the list that contain a designated pattern. The

instructional strategy involves feedback after each responye: "Good" for

a correct response &nd an appropriate message for an error. After a

second error on the same item at any point in the program, the correct

answer is given and the program moves on to the next task.
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Appendix A (Cont'd)

ti

(Student response underlined).

Initial Display

'.., 2 3 4
KATY CAN COME AND

5 6 7 8 9
SKATE BACK WITH THE CHICKEN.

,f1EAD fliE SENTENCE TO YOURSELF.
LOOK FOR WORDS WITH THE 1K/ -SOUND.

FIND A /K/ WORD. TYPE ITS NUMBER. TYPE NO IF NO MORE...
Sample Responses Response disappears from screen before feedback is given.

1 --GOOD. FIND ANOTHER.
. 4

4 --LOOK AGAIN. THAT WORD DOES NOT HAVE THE /K/ SOUND.

5 --GOOD. FIND ANOTHER.
"a NO
NO --LOOK AGAIN. THERE IS ANOTHER.

9

9 --GOOD. FIND ANOTHER.
' NO

THE /K/ SOUND IS ALSO ICI 2, 3, 6.

HIT THE RETURN KEY WHEN YOU WANT TO CONTINUE. "'
(After "return", screen is cleared).

Second Display and sample responses.

KAT/7
CHICKEN
CAN
COME
SKATE
BACK

Figure 2. SPLPAT protocol for sample sentence.
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Appendix A (Cont'd) e

LOOK AT THE WORDS. THE /K/ SOUND IS SPELLED SEVERAL WAYS.

COUNT THEIWAYS THE /K/ SOUND IS SPELLED.

TYPE THE NUMBER. 2

TRY AGAIN. COUNT THE WAYS THE /K/ SOUND IS SPELLED.

TYPE THE NUMBER. 3 /

YOU ARE RIGHT.

THE /K/ SOUND IS SPELLED 3 WAYS IN THESE WORDS.

IT CAN BE SPELLED <C > <K > <CK >

HIT THE RETURN KEY WHEN YOU WANT TO CONTINUE

(List remains on display. Messages disappear. Spelling patterns appear at

top of screen).

Third Display

<C > <K > <CK >

KATY
CHICKEN
CAN
COME
SKATE
BACK

NOW YOU CAN S THE WORDS UNDER THEIR
SPELLING PATTERNS FOR THE /K/ SOUND.
WATCH THESCREEN TO SEE IF YOUR 'WORDS ARE RIGHT.
TYPE NO WHEN YOU RUll OUT OF WORDS WITH ONE SPELLING PATTERN

HIT RETURN FOR THE FIRST PATTERN...."

Sample responses Words correctly typed or given as feedback are

printed in appropriate column. (See below for Final Display).

sw.

TYPE A WORD WHERE <C> SPELLS THE /K/ SOUND.
CAN (CAN is printed under <G >.

Response is erased),

CAN -- GOOD. FIND ANOTHER. (Feedback message with request

for next response).

Figure 2 (coned). SPLPAT protocol for sample sentence.
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Appendix A (Cunt Id)

COEM

COEM --CHECK YOUR TYPING. TRY AGAIN. (Error Message)
* CHICKEN
CHICKEN --LOOK AGAIN. THAT WORD DOES.NOT HAVE THE <C >

SPELLING PATTERN. (Error Message)
" NO
NO --LOOK AGAIN. THERE IS ANOTHER.
.***"NO
NO --THE <C >, SPELLING PATTERN IS ALSO IN COME. (Come is printed

under <C >).

HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE.

(If al( words of the target pattern have been typed, the message is. GREAT.
`?QUHAVE FOUND ALL THE WORDS WITH THE <C> SPELLING PATTERN).'

(Each of the other patterns is presented in this manner),

Final Display

<C > <K > <CK >
KATY CAN KATY BACK'
CHICKEN COME SKATE CHICKEN
CAN

COME
SKATE
BACK

NOW YOU KNOW HOW TO SPELL SOME WORDS
WITH THE /K/ SOUND. (Endof-Sentence message)
STUDY THE WORDS.

HIT RETURN WHEN YOU ARE READY TO CONTINUE.***

cigure 2 (cont'd). SPLPAT protocol for sample sentence.
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Appendix A (Cont'd)

A SPLPAT lesson consists of four to six sentences and each sentence

deals with a single target sound. Figure 2 shows a sample protocol for one

sentence. The target sound for the lesson . ; . is /K/. The child will

learn that /K/ K>, <CK>, <C>. Figure 2 shows the visual and

textual displays used in the program. The program requests a response

from the child by three asterisks (4'4'4), the child's responses are under-

lined in Figure 2. Also, sample responses for items in the program are

shown, along with associatted prompts and error messages.

There are 16 SPLPAT lessons, written by the staff and the teachers.

They teach 20 different sounds, 40 percent of the phoneme base of English.

At an estimated average of 50 minutes per lesson, there are 13 instruc-

tional hours.

TRYSPL. TRYSPL can best be characterized as a novel kind of

"generate and test" program designed to provide practice in applying the

optional spellings learned in SPLPAT to new spelling words. For the

older children (Grades-4 and 5) it also provides experience with the impor-

., tant dictionary skill uf, decutitng dictionary pronunciation simbols. At thi,

level each training word is identified, via an off-line worksheet, by a num-

bered sentence in which the word is written in phonetic transcription. . . .

With the younger children (Grade 3), words can be pronounced by cassette

while the child is at the terminal.

In the TRYSPL program, the children are encouraged to sound out a

word and think hard about a spelling. They have the opportunity to generate

Alternative spellings fora word if they wish and then are asked to select

the one that looks right. Immediate feedback--yes or no and the correct

spelling--is given. They are requested to copy the correct spelling onto

their worksheets. The lesson is completed with one cycle through the list.

Displays-and a sample protocol are shown in Figure 4. ,
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Appendix A (Cont'd)

Introductory Message - I

TO FIND A WORD IN A DICTIONARY THAT YOU DON'T KNOW
HOW TO SPELL, YOU HAVE TO TRY OUT DIFFERENT SPELLINGS.

FIRST -- YOU SOUND OUT THE WORD. ,

SECOND -- YOU SPELL IT DIFFERENT WAYS.

THIRD -- YOU LOOK UP YOUR SPELLINGS.

LAST -- YOU FIND ONE OF YOUR SPELLINGS IN THE (DICTIONARY.
THAT SPELLING IS THE CORRECT SPELLING.

TRYSPL GIVES YOU PRACTICE IN -- STEP 2.

PRESS RET)1RN TO GO ON.
(Screen is cleared),

Introductory Message - II ,

LOOK AT YOURWORKSHEET FOR THIS LESSON.

THERE IS A SENTENCE FOR EACH WORD AND A PRONUNCIATION
TO HELP YOU SOUND IT OUT.

:./-''TYPE THE SPELLINGS FOR EACH WORD THAT YOU WOULD TRY.
USE WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT HOW SOUNDS ARE SPELLED -- SEE
IF YOU CAN MAKE THE CORRECT SPELLING. TYPE NO IF NO MORE,

PRESS RETURN TO BEGIN.
*-* (Screen is cleared)

(Sample responses -- Word 1 is Aoki, Word 2 is /haft .. The children would
know this from their worksheet. Response underlined
and in lower case type).

Figure 4, TRYSPL protocol` orsample words.
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Appendix A (Cont'd)

TRY WORD 1:

SPELLING 1? nolc
SPELLING 2? "'neck
SPELLING 3? knock
SPELLING, 4? ""no

LOOK AT YOUR SPELLINGS.

TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE SPELLING YOU THINK IS CORRECT.2
NO THE CORRECT SPELLING IS 3 -- KNOCK

COPY THE CORRECT SPELLING FOR WORD 1 ON YOUR WORKSHEET.

PRESS RETURN TO TRY THE NEXT WORD (Screen is cleared).

TRY WORD 2:

SPELLING 1? half
SPELLING,2? haf
SPELLING 3? no

LOOK AT YOUR SPELLINGS.

4

TYPE THE NUMBER OF THE SPELLING YOU THINK IS CORRECT.

YES. THE CORRECT SPELLING IS 1 =HALF

COPY THE CORRECT SPELLING FOR WORD 20N YOUR WORKSHEET.

(The program continues in this fashion for the rest of the spelling words on the list).

Figure 4 (cont'd). TRYSPL protocol for sample words.
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Appendix A (Cont'd)

When a child completes the program, he has a list of correctly
spelled words on his worksheet. The program also gives him a percent-
age score on the lesson which summarizes Low well he performed. This

score is given to the teacher who decides whether any more activity should,

be undertaken on this lesson.

A comprehension output program has been designed, which collects

all the data necessary for a useful evaluation. A sample printout from
this data recording program appears as Figure 5 [not ehown in this selec-

t

tion]. Column 1 contains the training words, columns 2 and 3, the student's

generated spellings in the order that they were generate*, column 4, the
evaluation of each of the generated spellings, column 5, the spelling desig-

nated correct by the child, and in column 6, the evaluation of the student's
choice of the correct spelling, when the correct spelling has been generated

by him. Other response history statistics are computed, as shown at the
bottom of the data record. At the present time, a study has been designed,
to evaluate the effects that prior experience on SPLPAT has on performance

in TRYSPL and to gather data on how many words are learned and remem-

bered from a TRYSPL lesson.

There are 16 lessons of TRYSPL that require the application of con-
.

cepts for sounds learned in the LYLPAT lessons, one lesson based on words
in the students' spelling text, and two that deal with sound and spelling pat,

tern concepts not previously taught by these programs. With an estimated
average of 40 mintites per lesson fo,r these 19 lessons, there are about 13
instructional hours availabje.
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APPENDIX B
a

"Rules for Non-Readers',
4. .

.\

SPLPAT /3/ Sound Lesson

The desired behavior in the spelling program SPLPAT is the
ti

examination of certain words, particularly certain groups of letters in

those words, and the association of,these letters with the phoneme they

represent. Yet, a child could compLote the entire /J/ sound lesson

without reading the words presented and without ever associating the

target phoneme with its graphemes. In other words, a smart non-reading

child could develop certain rules which would get him through the SPLPAT

lessons illegitimately. 'Here are some rules. that would work.

In the Moound lesson, the first sentence presented is:

Display 1

'1 23 .4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Gina of the jungle jumped on the giraffe and rode to the edge of the bridge.

The child is directed to type the numbers of words which hive the /J/
sound. Our child will not read the sentence'; so he must type'all the
numbers listed, typing each only once. Of course, each wrong number
results in an error message, but this is a relatively small consequence.
The child can continue through to the end, and is never recycled despite

his many errors. In facti the final message is "Great. You have found

all words with the /3/ sound." Our non-reader tak,es 10 errors this

first display.

The second display presents the/J1 sound words from the sentence:

Gina, jungle, jumped, giraffe, edge; bridge. I
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The child is directed to count the, ways the /J/ sound is spelled and
type that number. A child familiar with the SPLPAT programs would be

likely to type the number 3, since that is the most frequently reinforced

respoinse to this display. Let's assume that our child types a 3 whenever
this display occurs., The result is the mebsage, "You are right. The /I/
sound is spelled three ways in these words. iit, can be spelled cG> c J>

<DGE >." No errors on Display 2.

Display 3 .

, <G > <J > <DGE >

Gina
jungle
jumped

`giraffe
edge
bridge

Directions for Display 3 are to sort the words under their spelling pat-
terns. Each spelling pattern is presented in order. The child is first told
to type a word where G spells the /J/ sound.

Rather than reading these words and listening for a./J/ sound, our
non-reader searches the list for words with the relevant letters. He would
first look for the letter b unaccompanied by D and E. He finds this letter
in the.words Gina, jungle. and giraffe, and types these words. The result
is one error since the G ina.jukgle does not represent the /J/ sound. The

error message, however, says instead That word does nohavt e the G
i

spelling pattern." Our child knows very well that there is a G in jungle,
so this message, if read, will confirm his opinion that the compUter is not
to be taken seriously. All other words for the remaining two spelling pat-
terns can be correctly matched visually. The result is 1 error for Display
3.
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Appendix B (Cont'd)

A new sentence is presented:

Display 1 a

1 .2 3 4 5 6 -8 9 10 11
A generous gypsy pledged to gip fudge to the stingy judge.

12 13 14 15 .1D 17 18 19 20 21
The joYouejudge apologized and no longer carries a grudge.

Our non-reader is smart and familiar with the prograin, so he has

I. noted that the letters to watch for G, J, and DGE. This time he does

not have to type all the numbers; he simply searches each word for the

target letters. The result is 2 errors for Display la (give, and longer).

Display 2a preSents the /J1 sound words from that sentence and the

instruction to count the ways the /3] sound is spelled and type the number.

Our kid types the usual number 3 and 'gets the usual confirmation message.

No errors:

Display 3a presents those words and the threespelling patterns, with

directions to again type a word where <G> (or <.1' >, or <DGE> ) spell the

/J/ sound. Again he proceeds by visual matching, with 1 error on the word

"grudge" as a result.

Our non-reader proceeds similarly through the last six displays,

making 1 or at most 2 errors. The error(s) would occur in the final dis-

play in which the child is asked to count the ways the /J/ sound is spelled.

The correct answer this time is 2 rather than 3. So, our kid would neces-

sarily make 1 error, If he next tries the number 2, this is the only error

he would make. If he tries any other number, the computer will give him

the correct answer, so2 errors are the most he could make.

The final result of proceeding in this fashion thrpugh the entire /J/

sound lesson Is IS to 16 errors for a final score of approximately 77%.
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